Risk managers/compliance officers: Is it possible for us to get along?

Good relationship possible if you avoid turf battles

Compliance officers have taken on increasingly important and visible roles in healthcare organizations, and that role can lead to ruffled feathers when that person and the risk manager disagree on their authority and responsibilities. The result, too often, is an internal spat that prevents either party from doing their jobs well and exposes the provider to liability.

It doesn’t have to be that way, says Roy Snell, CHC, CCEP, CEO of the Healthcare Compliance Association (HCCA), a professional group for healthcare compliance officers in Minneapolis and a former Mayo Clinic administrator, consultant and compliance officer. Snell has seen that kind of turf battle and says it can be avoided by having the parties clearly understand how their roles are different.

Despite the fact that some risk managers are saddled with compliance duties in their organizations, compliance and risk management aren’t just two terms for essentially the same thing, he says.

“For these people to work well together, they have to understand the difference between a compliance risk assessment and a non-compliance risk assessment,” Snell says. “Risk managers traditionally study risks to the company: losing investments, fire, lawsuits, things that will cause trouble to the company. Compliance officers look at the risk of what trouble the organization will cause to others, and they shouldn’t be spending any time on risks to the company other than the penalties assessed by breaking the law or being unethical.”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Risk managers and compliance officers can clash over their related duties and responsibilities, but delineating each person’s role can avoid most problems.

- Failure to work cooperatively can expose the organization to legal and regulatory liability.
- The roles focus on different types of risk.
- Communication before a conflict arises can improve collaboration.
- A proactive approach is best for creating a good working relationship.
A problem can arise when the risk manager insists on being responsible for risk assessments but misses the risks posed by the company to others, Snell says. By the same token, the compliance officer should not be involved with internal risks no matter how hot the topic or how much the compliance officer feels skilled in that area, he says.

“Risk managers should not be offended if the compliance officer conducts a risk assessment on their own,” Snell says. “It’s all about what risks you’re assessing. The government expects compliance officers to do risk assessments. Given the fact that we are the most fined industry in the history of planet Earth because we have not adequately dealt with regulatory and ethical issues, people with turf problems should go away.”

Compliance officers’ turf battles aren’t always with risk managers, Snell points out. He recalls a time when he was a compliance consultant and needed to conduct an audit of a hospital’s program. The head auditor at the hospital said he should do it himself because he had performed compliance audits for 20 years. When asked exactly what he had been auditing, the man replied that he had been auditing timesheets and looking for vendors who double billed the hospital.

“If the auditor who is only looking for threats to the company says ‘this is my turf,’ then that organization is in big trouble,” Snell says. “The CEO only wants to hear about the money being stolen from the company, and they don’t want to hear about problems you’re causing others. That attitude is what led the press, the public, and politicians to be fed up and insist on more compliance programs.”

Failure to work well together can threaten the success of both offices and lead to more liability in both areas, Snell says. (See the story on p. 87 for more on the risk of increased liability.)

Proactive approach is best

So how do the two parties define their turf? Communication is the key, says Charla Prillaman, CPCO, CPC, CPC-I, CCC, CEMC, CPMA, CHCO, southeast regional director for AAPC Physician Services, a company in Salt Lake City that provides education and professional certification to medical coders. Compliance is a significant part of coder education, and Prillaman has seen turf battles arise because risk managers and compliance officers never clearly defined their roles.

“Both people need to understand that they serve an important role for the company, and if they don’t work well together, that won’t equal a good business plan,” she says. “You can take great care of your patients and avoid lawsuits, but if you don’t follow all the regulatory rules, you’re out of business. If you obey all the regulatory rules and fail to provide patient safety and good medicine, you’re out of business.”

Prillaman recommends that the risk manager and compliance officer should acknowledge the potential for overlap and disagreement, and she says that they
should sit down to discuss solutions before problems arise. A calm, proactive approach will be better than trying to hash out the problems in the midst of a crisis or a high priority task.

“They’re not really at odds, but sometimes it feels that way,” Prillaman says. “In the heat of an argument, it’s easy to say that it’s more important not to kill our patients than to make sure we don’t overbill. That sounds good at the time, but in the end, both sides of this equation are important. Try not to denigrate the other person’s position just because you feel passionate about your own.”

One important issue is terminology, Prillaman says. Sometimes the two parties can be using the same terms such as “reducing risk” but mean different things. It can sound as if you’re on the same page, when actually you’re not, she says. Take the time to define terms, and be willing to hear what concerns the other person has. Work out ways to avoid conflicts.

**See other person as a resource**

Different backgrounds are one reason that the two parties can butt heads, notes Vickie Patterson, CPA, CIA, CHC, an associate director with the healthcare practice of Protiviti, a consulting company in Tampa, FL. Risk managers often come from a nursing background, for example, which gives them reason to stand their ground when discussing clinical issues with a compliance officer who has a financial or legal background.

“Recognizing those differences and seeing them as resource points, rather than reasons to clash, can make a big difference,” Patterson says. “The fact is that your backgrounds and skill sets might be very different, but you can both use that to your advantage by calling on each other for assistance with your own investigations. See the other person as a potential benefit rather than writing them off as not knowing what you know.”

The differences in the two roles are why Timothy E.J. Folk, a producer with The Graham Co., a healthcare consulting company in Philadelphia, always recommends that they be held by different people. Particularly in larger organizations, it is difficult for one person to take on both roles and do them well, he says.

“There are regulatory bodies and sub-bodies, and new regulations and rules coming out every day that the compliance officer has to stay on top of,” he says. “Meanwhile, the risk manager has to focus on the safety committee, the physical plant, claims and loss control, and coverage for claims. There’s overlap but also very different concerns.”

Folk also notes that understanding the compliance officer’s duties, and particularly how they are different from your own, can work to your benefit if the organization ever looks to eliminate one of the positions for financial reasons. *(See the story on p. 88 for more on that possibility.)*

For the benefit of the provider and the risk manager’s career, Snell says risk managers and compliance officers must make a concerted effort to work well together. It is not enough to decide that you will have a good attitude and work well with the compliance officer, he says. A proactive approach to collaboration is needed, he says. “I acknowledge that there are many who are doing this correctly, but there are many who are doing it poorly, and it is hurting all of us,” he says. “To get the government to go away and focus their enforcement efforts on some other industry, we have to overcome the problem of those who are doing it poorly.”
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**Turf wars can create liability for hospitals**

A poor working relationship with the compliance officer can lead to more than just frustration and the occasional argument, cautions George B. Breen, JD, an attorney with the law firm of Epstein Becker Green in New York City. It also could lead to substantial liability for the healthcare provider.

A compliance officer and risk manager who do not work well together can inadvertently trample on each other’s investigations and put sensitive information at risk of disclosure, he says. For that reason, consider whether certain problems should be the purview of one party or the other, he says.

It is only natural for the risk manager to want to
take ownership of some issues that involve defending the organization from claims brought by a third party or by an employee, Breen says. Sometimes, however, the risk manager’s proper role is to contribute but not necessarily to take the lead, he says. “The risk manager certainly can be valuable in helping protect the organization in this instance, from this particular threat, but the compliance officer may also be conducting a broader investigation that ultimately gets turned over to the government as part of a voluntary disclosure,” Breen says. “The way you conduct the investigation, with that eventual outcome in mind, may be very different from the way the risk manager would conduct it with different concerns in mind.”

Conversely, clumsy interference from the compliance officer can compromise information that the risk manager gathered as a part of a work product or otherwise privileged investigation, Breen says. The difficulty in sharing some privileged information is one reason some providers see a benefit to having one person take on both roles, he says. For example, Breen says, the risk manager might be alerted to a potential claim arising from the care of a patient. An investigation uncovers a potential flaw in the system, a way that the injury could have been avoided. That information is important for the defense of the malpractice case but might be privileged, yet the compliance officer should be alerted to this potential problem so that he or she can address it from the compliance perspective.

“You don’t want the compliance side to lose the ability to benefit from the information gathered on the risk management side,” he says. “At a minimum, these two parties must work collaboratively, but even that will not eliminate dilemmas of sharing privileged information. But it’s a certainty that a poor relationship will only worsen the problem and expose the organization to far more liability.”
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Working well together is good for your career

A good working relationship with the compliance officer will not only avoid squabbles over turf but actually enhance the productivity of both offices, says Timothy E.J. Folk, a producer with The Graham Co., a healthcare consulting company in Philadelphia.

For example, the compliance officer can communicate information from his or her field, such as data reported in the development of a regulation, that information can help the risk manager improve safety programs or clinical protocols. Likewise, the risk manager can inform the compliance officer about insurance coverage that might be required before signing a contract with a funding source.

“That’s the kind of give and take you want to see,” Folk says. “You have certain skills and information, and so do I, so let’s work together and do the best we can for this company.”

Cooperation can only benefit the risk manager in the long run, says Joseph W. Dorr, MS, CIH, CSP, a safety consultant with The Graham Co., in Philadelphia, who works closely with hospital risk managers. Though Dorr and Folk advocate separate positions, they acknowledge that increasing financial pressure on hospitals could lead some to choose between one or the other, lumping both responsibilities on the same person.

“If that happens, it is your benefit to at least have that 30,000-foot understanding of compliance duties,” he says. “We may start to see organizations face the difficult choice of whether to keep both positions or combine them into one, and if you’re vying for that role, you will be in the better position if you have worked well with your counterpart and know that job to some extent.”
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Joplin tornado shows EHR value in disaster

When an EF-5 tornado, among the biggest ever recorded, hit St. John’s Regional Medical Center in Joplin, MO, the damage was so severe that all the patients had to be evacuated and taken to other hospitals outside the community. Their medical records were accessible, however, and the hospital was providing care again within a week, all because the hospital had adopted electronic health records (EHRs) only weeks before